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Tender 

 

47. 

 

International boxing tournament 

for the chemistry cup in Halle (Saale) 2022 
 

1. 

The Boxing Association of Saxony-Anhalt is holding the international boxing tournament 

for the Chemistry Cup in Halle (Saale) from July 08 to 10, 2022. 

 

2. 

This tournament is carried out according to the rules of the IBA in the following age and 

weight classes. 

This tournament is for boxing clubs.  

No national teams. 

 

Youth:   w 63, 81+ 

m 57, 67, 92, 92+ 

Elite:    w 54, 60 

m 51, 60, 67, 71, 75, 80, 86 

 
 
 
 

3. 
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The Boxing Association of Saxony-Anhalt invites the following group of people to the 
tournament: 
- 1 head of delegation 
- 1 trainer (up to 4 athletes), 2 trainers (from 5 athletes) 
- 1 international judge, IBA / EABA or continental 
- 1 athlete per weight class, limit according to the enclosed invitation 
 
All athletes must be in possession of an IBA starting card. 
The referees must submit the official IBA or continental referee book. 
Both documents must be presented to the technical delegate at the first official 
weighing. 
Without documents, there is no start, no officiating and no assumption of costs by the 
organizer. 
 

4. 
 

Planned tournament schedule: 
 
Fri:  July 08, 2022      Participants will arrive by 4:00 p.m. 

 accreditation 
 room 
 test weighing 
6:00 p.m. in the hotel 
 official weighing 
8:00 p.m. in the hotel 
 draw 
 dinner 

 
Sa:  July 09, 2022      1:00 p.m. start of the 1st event 

5:00 p.m. opening and beginning of the 
2nd event 

Sun: July 10,2022      10:00 a.m. final event 
Departure after the end of the event. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. 
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The organizer will provide accommodation for the persons mentioned in point 3 from the 
official day of arrival to the official day of departure (3 days). 
The organizer does not assume any costs for additional arriving persons. 
The travel expenses of the delegations for the journey to Halle (Saale) and for the 
departure from Halle (Saale) are to be borne by the invited delegations themselves, as 
well as the costs of overnight accommodation for previous arrivals and later departures. 
In exceptional cases, transportation on arrival and departure from and to airports is 
carried out by the organization office. 
Only Leipzig – Halle or Berlin airports should be used. 
The arrival time must be communicated to the organization office by May, 31 2022. 
Delegations travelling independently to Halle (Saale) must arrive at the“Tryp by 
Wyndham” Hotel Halle (Saale), Neustädter Passage 5, 06 122 Halle(Saale). 
 

6. 
 

Awards: 
The winner of the tournament, the second and third placed receive trophies, medals and 
certificates. In addition, prizes in kind are provided by the organizer. 
The two best boxers receive a trophy of honor. 
 

7. 
 

The final report standing the names and weight classes as well as the fight records of 
the boxers have to be submitted to the organization office in Halle (Saale) via email until 
May 31, 2022. 
The mail adress is: 
roland.wandelt@boxverband-sachsen-anhalt.de 
The names of the head of the delegation and the official escort should also be 
mentioned in the mail. 
This date must be kept to ensure that the boxing tournament is properly prepared and 
popularized by the media in the interests of the organizer. 
 

8. 
 

Please send correspondence to the following address: 
 
Organization office: Kreuzvorwerk 22, 06120 Halle / S. Germany 
 
Email: roland.wandelt@boxverband-sachsen-anhalt.de 

 
 


